
DINOX

Solid with a contemporary look

INTOS recently developed a new standard counter based on 

market needs, both nationally and internationally. There was 

a need for a standard counter in which a wide variety of rich 

materials could be processed so that each airport could give its 

own twist to the appearance of the counter, but which was also 

strong and had an accessible price. The DINOX is particularly 

interesting for airports that are looking for a decent counter with 

a contemporary look.

Durable and versatile

The DINOX counter is a durable and versatile counter. The 

counter consists of high-quality fiber plates that can be finished 
in different colors. The front can be finished with an HPL (in any 
color or pattern) or with a back-painted glass front, the back of 

which is painted in a chosen color. The front and sides have a 

protective corner and stainless steel plinth. The top can be finis-
hed with solid surface or composite available in many different 

colors and patterns.

DINOX boarding counter 

Houari Boumediene Airport, Algeria
DINOX check-in counters

Zakynthos Airport, Greece



Various application possibilities

Like all other INTOS counters, the DINOX has been developed 
in such a way that the desk can be used for various purposes, 

such as:

check-in counter

information counter

transfer counter

passport desk

service counter

Various setups possible

The DINOX offers various options and can be built in any 

conceivable arrangement. As an individual counter, as a double 
counter, in a row or even in every conceivable island arrange-

ment

Why choose DINOX?

versatility of materials possible

sturdy and durable

competitively priced

standard concept with a customized look

can be used for various setups

The DINOX counter range is available in different counter 

types from passport control till boarding gate and everything 

in between. This ensures a consistent look & feel throughout the 

complete terminal. The DINOX counter range has proven its 

quality and functionality on various airports.
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Impression of possible color options

Why INTOS?

30 years of airport experience

Own factory in the Netherlands

Realizing projects world-wide 

High quality level

Standard products and custom design

FSC & PEFC certified

Offices in the Netherlands and Dubai


